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The industry of the razor honesin the region of Sart-Lierneux
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in the memory ofElisée Legros
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The extraction and work of the coticule, that was, in the regionof Vielsalm-Bihain-Lieneux, a traditional industryis almost exstinct. In order to safeguard the historic rememberanceas precise as possible, the "Museum of the Wallon Life" has organsized a large inquiry in Sart-Lierneux, in 1971 
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M.J. Papeleux, canservator at the museum, did the preliminary research. M. Marcel Thonon and his crew have made an extensive filmat the last substancial exploitation, owned by MM. Prosper and René Burton.M. Papeleux took many pictures and, thanks to his doings,has the museum been able to obtain an almost complete collectionof ancient tools, a series of crude stone samples, and a number of old photographs.Thanks to the indications, donated by MM. Pr and R. Burtonand also M. Didonnet, foreman at the quarry, M. Papeleux has draughta technical study about all aspects of the work and illustrated it with a number of drawings.the linguistic inquiry has been made on the spot. Sources wereM. Pr. Burtopn and M.J. Minet, yet another exploiter that only veryrecently abandoned the profession. Ch. Gaspar, teacher at the "AthéneeRoyal de Malmedy, acted as interrogator, assisted by M. Albert Leloup,who made some sketches and numerous photos. It is this study that we present here after, unfortunately posthumous. L.R.  
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Remark from the translator: The booklet contains many referralsto the local dialect, used by those who worked in the coticuleindustry. Offering no extra information, other than the linguisticinterest, we have decided to omit those referrals.
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Razor hones
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In out knowledge, only few studies have been made about the productionof razor hones in the communes of Vielsalm, Bihain and Lierneux,The only area of Belgium, where, under the name of "razor hones",for manycenturies, the crystalline schist called "coticule" has been exploited.There's an article of Ch Fraipont that reproduces a few paragraphsfrom an older work, written by Christophe de Gernechamps. Those concernthe extraction of coticule and slate at the County of Salm [the local river, note of the translator] in the 17th century. Those paragraphs male short notice about the extraordinary quality of the honing stones from that region,and about the at that time already flourishing economical activity,in spite of the terrible work conditions that surrounded the extraction, fault ofthe absence of an appropriate mining technique.
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We take the liberty of reproducing the paragraph relating tothe Coiticule exploitation in the County of Salm, before the year 1625:
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In the vicinity of the Castles foundations stones can be foundthat are able to hone all sorts of metals. Those who have tried them,testified that such stones are most rare and can't be found in anyof the s neighboring countries. Therefor, they have taken the opportunity to export a great number of stones to the Frankfurt fairs and to Venice andother regions.The stones have a yellowish color, tending to white, but the methodsfor extractiong them are very dangerous, in particular for those whofind themselfs heavily working under the surface during long working days.????  
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Apart from that, mister Jean Fraikin has pointed us to two texts that talkabout the illuster reputation of the razor hones of the County of Salm in the 18the century. The first of those texts is found in a workof J.J. Perret, published in Yverdon in 1770, titled "The Pogonotomy, orthe art of learning how to shave one self":
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The only stones, suitable to perfect the cutting edge of a razorare those that carry the name "Pierre à Rasoir" [razor hone] They are found at quarries,in the area of Liège and near the banks of the Meuse. It are the only known spots to find those hones in Europe. The stones are ordinarily white, some of them milky white, other more yellowish: the latter come from the old rock. A great number of the honesare spotted with black, others have black veines that run through the white.In general, faults are found in the whites as as much they are foundin the marbleized specimens. But those that have a beautiful milk white color, looking very fragile, have rarely faults. It are also the most scarce ones. They are called"Pierres de la Venette".Sometimes faults are found, because small pieces of other hard rock are present in thehone, or even  grains of iron, which is absolutely harmful, because it is impossible to hone without damaging the razor, above all when the grain is located at a spot thatcan't be avoided during the passage of the razor. (The Pogonotomy, p 2-3)	
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The second text comes from the General Archives of the Kingdom, board of Finances858O, book of Commerce and Industry of the Netherlands, 1776, f°96:
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There is at Salm, a quarry even more remarkable for its rarity. One findsthere excellent razor honing stones, that are used in all the European  countries,even in Asia and the American colonies. 
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The veined one: for razor hones, when she is good,she's the better value of the pit; but unfortunately,she's often separated from the schist [the blue stone]
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and must be glued onto a sole, a blue; she'soften also striped, caused by vertical layers of different hardness.
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